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Notes

A

Performance
Analysis

Initially this appears to be mature work, well executed, but no real
comparison is actually made, although the commentary addresses most of
the key factors so the assessment is just accessing the top range.
4-6 mark range

B

Materials &
Components

Two materials are considered, their choices are justified and an alternative
is offered. Environmental considerations are given. Assessment is
therefore in the top range.
7-9mark range

C

Manufacture

Environmental considerations could be explained in more detail and the
application of the manufacturing techniques did not seem to be applied
specifically to the product being manufactured. The work is able to be
assessed in the top assessment category though.
7-9 mark range

D

Quality

Quality control considerations are appropriate. Quality assurance is less
well applied though. The QA issues could be more detailed in the
application of specific standards and quality marks applied as well as in
the description of a total quality regime for the manufacturing process.
Assessment in the top range is still available though.
4-6 mark range

E

Design &
Development

Alternatives are presented and the design work is detailed and well
annotated. Materials and processes are discussed and the decisions
evaluated against the specification. The development though is less
thorough and rather simplistic for this level. Some manufacturing is
considered and modelling is used to establish ultimate design proposals
and this helps to justify the possible assessment at the higher level.
13-18 mark range

F

Communicate

A range of techniques has been used. CAD and ICT have also been used
to establish an aspect of the design. Annotation is detailed, but there is
not enough information for third party manufacture. This said there is not
enough justification of lack of communication to take the work out of the
top assessment criteria.
9-12 mark range

G

Production
Plan

Time planning is evidenced but it is weak and needs greater consideration.
The sequencing is ok, but significant deadlines are not considered. Hence
access to the top range is just available because the production plan is not
limited.
4-6 mark range

H

I

Making

Testing

Materials and processes are justified and carried out with expertise and
accuracy. This is top quality making and a wide range of techniques are
demonstrated. There is a hint of over use of the laser cutter, but there are
enough additional skills to get the credit required for high assessment
justification.
13-18 mark range
Tests are undertaken but not explained. They are evaluated by the
designer and third party but the evaluation at this point is weaker, hence it
is just in the lower box for assessment.
1-3 mark range

